February 4th Public Workshop
Discussion Notes

9:00 – 10:00 Review and Approval Process
Attendees: Michael Allen, Brett Balzer, Susan Barden, John Behan, Cynthia Behan, Bradley Birge,
Geoff Bornemann, Samantha Bosshart, Matt Brobston, Charles Brown, Dave Carr, Jeff Clark,
Cynthia Corbett, Maureen Curtin, Genevieve Drigg, James Helicke, Darlene McGraw, Mary
Caroline Powers, Maria Trabka, Jackie Hakes, Lisa Nagle, Lindsey Gonzalez, Pam Krison, Suzanne
Kwasniewski, Jeanette Kaddo Marino, Kathy Gorman, Bob McTygue, John Kaufman, Matt Jones,
Cherie Grey, and Tina Carton.



Land Use Boards
o

Current zoning code regulations are not being followed – there is little
predictability or consistency with the way projects are being approved or modified,
boards are bending the rules.


o

Zoning code is somewhat ambiguous, needs to be made more specific.

The design review process isn’t being treated consistently for commercial vs.
residential projects. Design Review Commission (DRC) is knowledgeable with
commercial projects, but they need guidance for residential. The guidelines are
generally clear, but some topics are very subjective. Guidelines aren’t always being
followed.


Need to clarify which items are “guidelines” v. “standards”, “should” vs.
“shall” etc. in all code language.



Reviewing boards should give written reasons, similar to a finding
statement, anytime a particular requirement is being waived.



Applications submitted by professionals aren’t treated the same as
individual homeowners. The professionals know the rules, the average
homeowner comes in unprepared, and these are not being handled
consistently.

o

The DRC consent agenda process is working great

o

Determining lead agency within SEQRA process could use some improvements in
efficiency.

o

Could use a “participation survey” for the land use boards for both applicants and
opponents to identify what is working and what isn’t.

o

Land Use Boards – problems with the approval process

o



Boards need to regularly review processes for fairness (i.e. applicants have
unlimited time to present, while opposers only have 2 minutes).



There should be a limit to applicant presentation time.



Agendas need to be clear about what is being presented – materials need
to be made available to the public in advance.



Audience at meetings should be able to see materials at the time they are
being presented, and there should be a limit to “side-bar” conversations.



Public confusion over the roles and responsibilities of each land use board.

The setup for Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) hearings does not give the perception
of fairness – applicant sit with the board and have their back to the audience.




City Planning Staff
o

Planning Department needs more staff – this was noted several times.


o



Could consider a change of facilities – i.e., move to the music hall?

Code enforcement also needs more staff.

City needs to be more collaborative with builders and developers. Their passion is
to create vital communities, but have to keep financial feasibility in mind as part of
the picture.


More often developers come to city to get early input on a project.



Recruit builders and developers to what the city’s needs are. To be more
collaborative in the process.



Clifton Park recruited input from developers. Created a working and not an
adversarial relationship with the development community.

Applicant Process
o

o

Review and approval process is very slow, applications take a long time to get
through, can take 6-7 months, which is frustrating.


Reviewing boards have spent 1 hour+ discussing the color of the brick, but
didn’t talk about the overall quality of the project.



Consent agendas are good, have been effective at helping to move things
along.

Applicants often spend a lot of time and money developing and changing their
project design, at which point there is an awful amount of pressure on the board
to approve it since so much effort has already been expended.

o

Getting all applicants in for an early “conceptual review” before they have spent a
lot of time and money engineering their project would help reduce pressure and
identify design problems early on.

o

Some applications get to the board that shouldn’t even be there because they are
incomplete or not fully prepared. There needs to be a way to filter these out or vet
them earlier so that when they do get before the board it is ready to be reviewed.

o



Application checklists – don’t advance until everything is in order.



Staff technical review of projects should be conducted before an application
goes to the board, should result in shorter meeting times, and less times an
application has to be seen by board.

A “pre-application” meeting is currently encouraged, but could be required, as a
prerequisite to filing a formal application.


Colonie requires a pre-application process with reviewing department
representatives, fire chief, police, traffic, etc., before they are permitted to
file a formal application.



Applications are supposed to be coordinated between the reviewing boards
– they could meet once a month as part of a coordinated project review for
more complex projects.



The reviewing boards work very hard and they are volunteers. We don’t
want to put too much additional burden on them.



A rotating group of representatives from the different reviewing boards
would help to spread the workload out and give each member some time
for the pre-application or coordinated review meetings.

o

“Mass & Scale” approval is intended to decide on the basic compatibility issues
before the details are discussed – this helps to give the applicant some assurance
to move forward to the next step.

o

Early Concept or Sketch Plan review. This should/could be mandatory. There are 4
points to discuss early, keep it simple on an aerial map showing just the concept in
its overall context – no need for survey or engineering, use city staff guidance
rather than planning board members to save their time.

o

UDO code needs to include a very clear, step-by-step flow chart of the review and
approval process. This could be provided on website for easy understanding.


When builder comes in there could be a guide to steps of the approval
process, a citizens guide. It could have job definitions on back, what office
in City Hall & Phone #’s

o

Files should have a cover sheet with a list of what is in the folder, and date which
they were put in.

o

Variances. Variances should not be “easy” to get, but right now the process just
takes too long.

o

o




Clifton Park example could it be used as a starting point for a checklist here.



Once approved the building inspector identifies additional items such as AC
units which are considered structures in SSNY. Building inspector should
also be involved at sketch plan review, or this could be just an item for the
checklist.



It seems that sometimes the ZBA has trouble reviewing variances when an
applicant hasn’t fully flushed out their plans – the applicant wants to come
to the board to see if they will be granted a variance and minimize their
costs to get that answered in case it’s a no, but then when they get into the
more detailed design they find can’t do it all and have to go back for
additional variances, creates delays, etc.



Add a notification sign for variances on property so neighbors are aware of
the change.

There are incomplete applications, and applications which have irrelevant
information


There should be stricter deadlines for applications, incomplete applications
should not move forward for consideration.



Inconsistencies make the approval process seem subjective.

Need to directly reference design guidelines in the ordinance.

Public Engagement
o

The larger public doesn’t always know what is going on with project reviews until it
is often too late. There needs to be a way to let them know about a project and
allow them to get involved earlier in the design process instead of at the end.

o

Communication between the city and the public needs to be improved. The city
has a new website – this could be used as a tool to improve communication.


Need earlier notification process for when agendas are posted publically?



Would be better to notify larger neighborhood, rather than just abutting
property owners.



A sign could be posted temporarily on a project site to notify area
neighbors.



Email “blast” to announce new project reviews could be used, or people
could sign-up to receive email announcements of pending projects.



Similar to “reverse 9-1-1” system, emails could go out to people in the
vicinity of a project.



The staff review reports should be made public, posted on the website, so
that the public can read the review comments.



A 1-page project summary, filled out by the applicant, could be posted on
the city website describing the pending project in layperson’s words



Should improve public notification. Consider requiring a sign in front of
property requesting a variance.

The public needs to have easier access to files and information – going through the
FOIL process is cumbersome and causes mistrust.

o

Saratoga Springs Democratic committee is concerned that they have been moved
from specific stakeholder to a general public stakeholder status for the UDO
discussion.


Would like to see an advisory committee formed. The ideal make-up would
be of people who are already familiar with City land-use code and the
Comprehensive Plan discussion.



Want to be informed and given opportunity to provide feedback at each
issuance of the ordinance draft prior to it being presented to the city
council.



A technical review committee will be formed, advisory committee being
discussed by the city.



Majority of citizens concerned with protecting the Greenbelt.



Important to provide a commentary to the public.

The public needs to have easier access to files and information – going through the
FOIL process is cumbersome and causes mistrust.

Enforcement of Regulations/Code
o



City staff is already swamped – need to devise improved communication on
upcoming projects without overtaxing staff time.

o

o




Some projects take advantage of tax breaks by claiming to provide affordable
housing, but they don’t include it in the end since it is cheaper just to pay the fine
instead. Need to provide a way to ensure that these projects provide and actually
maintain the affordable units they say they are going to do.


Very few if any developers actually use the affordable housing incentives.



Very little affordable housing

o

Enforcement of the codes is an issue. Regulations need to be given stronger teeth,
and followed up with enforcement.

o

There appears to be no execution of fines for violations – contractors aren’t held
accountable.

Sidewalks
o

Missing sidewalk connections – enforcement of repair and maintenance. Could use
an adopt-a-block program to help identify and correct problem areas.

o

Include constructing sidewalks as a required part of issuing a building permit.
Impact fees – south side.



Zoning Districts
o

The Transect Zoning was intended to help streamline the process somewhat. It has
worked well for the Planning Board, the Zoning Board hasn’t had to do very much;
however the designs aren’t as good as they could be. Review here is too subjective.

o

Zoning district for the Pitney farm. Would like to have new zoning to allow farming,
forestry and agro-tourism. Would like the uses in the district to align with the
conservation easement, allowed uses such as farm school, community gardens,
youth camps, ag resource center, farmers market and light manufacturing to
create farm products. Currently there are two zoning districts, UR2 and R1. They
will want to have two single family homes for farm workers and apprentices. They
foresee a community wide planning process will get underway next year.




The Pitney farm currently has 2 zoning districts - is there a district that fits
or would a PUD work better for this. R1 district allows agriculture but
doesn’t support agricultural uses. This was identified in the 1994 Open
Space Plan. Other areas in town such as Sunnyside Gardens and the area
behind Ash Grove Inn might also be proposed working lands. The district
could also include forestry. The conservation easement includes residential
2 SFH’s on total parcel plus housing for ag workers, caretakers, or others
associated with the property.

o

Warehouse district. In a recent ZBA case for the area behind Price Chopper on
Ballston Ave – warehouse allows uses not otherwise allowed, it’s a leftover zone
that needs to be rezoned for something else.

o

Some consideration needs to be made in the code for the transitions between two
different zoning districts. Two West Ave, for example, abutted a smaller residential
zone. The developer voluntarily chose to step the height of their project down near
the adjacent zone, but the current code would have allowed them to build full
height. New code should provide clearer standards.

Clarifying Regulation
o

City’s code says current new commercial must be 2 stories, but in the example of
Fresh Market it became a dummy second floor. Would want them to be usable, not
just “look like” second floors.


There was a big issue in the approval process – the ZBA thinks it was
approved as a second story but the problem is the developer interprets
their direction differently and the 2nd floor was found to be not utilized.



We need more specific requirements not guidelines – we need regulations
to define why second floor is needed.



Create clear definitions that are not subjective. If a variance is requested,
board members do not have a clear idea of what the second floor needs to
be. What is the city is trying to achieve with the second floor?



We need to articulate the intention of the districts clearly.



o

Big picture in the outlying areas, the rule of 50% open space could be clearer. It
might work better if not done in individual projects. Like a carbon offset – transfer
of conservation areas to other more contiguous, usable or more valuable
conservation areas.


o



Smart growth - they get applications from developers who have every right
to bring it forward – zoning needs to include ways to incentivize Smart
Growth aspects.

The way it is written right now the HOA turns conservation lands over to city
or Saratoga Plan – developers don’t want to do that. Should use the Open
Space Plan as guide – Saratoga Plan would be more receptive to receiving
lands that are contiguous to existing preserves or conservation areas – it’s
just easier to manage.

Stormwater – Storm water pollution prevention plans (SWPPP). SWPPP for the city
vs. the DEC and state regulations creates a problem for smaller city lots.


DEC only required for over 1 acre. City requires for over 1/10th of an acre.
City is made up of many small lots, has a cumulative effect.



Post project fees for runoff.

Would like the positive (not negative) aspects of the parking garage, it was proposed as a
single use, addressing only a current need, not future needs.

10:00 – 11:00 Energy, Sustainability and the Environment
Attending: Art Holmberg, Samantha Bosshart, Dave Carr, Erin Baright, Stephen Davis, Darlene
McGraw, John Kaufman, Janette Marino, Erin Thomas, Patricia Burke, Robert Rivers, Ruth Horton,
Maureen Curtin, Lisa Nagle, Jim Gold, Geoff Bornemann, Rick Fenton, Pam Krison, John Behan,
Cynthia Behan, Michael Allen, Susan Barden, Lindsey Gonzalez, Tina Carton, and Brad Birge.



Sustainability
o

Preservation of our existing buildings is an important form of sustainability. Protecting
and preserving historic architectural work is an important part of the charm and
atmosphere that attracts people to Saratoga, and this draw is good for economic
development. The DRC’s job is to protect that.




Replacement windows aren’t the best option for preserving architectural
character of a historic building. Replacement windows often lack the original
character, and the cost/benefit of replacing them doesn’t always make
economic sense – can often get the same thermal equivalent from adding
storm windows.

o

Concern with non-sustainable building materials.

o

Efficiency evaluations could be built into inspections.

o

Price of most efficient building materials is higher than for regular common materials
– this could be pricing people out of their neighborhoods.

Lighting
o

LED lights can provide for a significant cost and energy savings. The city has already
been replacing older lights with LED. There should be more requirements for new
developments to use these as well.

o

Lighting can be a problem with too much light pollution, light isn’t directed to where it
is supposed to go.

o

Lights should be shielded to reduce light pollution, directed where it needs to go and
not over-engineered. The code has minimum lighting levels, but should include
maximum foot-candle levels too – lighting manufacturers often over-sell you because
they want to sell more light fixtures. Could look at lowering minimum requirements
too.

o

City shouldn’t jump on the LED bandwagon too soon – there is much we need to learn
about the potential downsides to LED technology before we rush to adopt it. Potential
health risks of blue spectrum.

o

Businesses should turn off most of their lights at night, keep only what is needed.





Stormwater Management and Water Quality
o

Green infrastructure and stormwater management are good and important efforts,
but not sure that we should require porous pavement everywhere. The code could
encourage it instead, or provide incentives to use it.

o

There is a fundamental conflict between the goals of proper stormwater management
and the complete streets policy. The idea of complete streets is to provide shared
access for cars and bikes and pedestrians, but this typically means wider paved areas
which collect more stormwater runoff.


There is also a conflict between efficient snow plowing and rain runoff into
bioswales instead of curbs – the plows want hard curbs but the drainage is
better if it runs off into a swale. Could instead do a mix where there are holes
in the curbs to allow water to pass through to a bioswale.



DPW is resistant to changes which make their job more difficult, more
maintenance.

o

Need water quality control – stream setback buffers, wetland protection.

o

Should have ability to create community wetlands?

o

What community water treatment opportunities that could be permitted or allowed?

Renewable Energy
o

There is a fundamental conflict between the goals of the solar program and the tree
program. Both are good and well intentioned, but the trees cast a shadow on the solar
panels, and the current solar ordinance prohibits trees or structures casting such a
shadow. This is an overly restrictive standard. A priority of the zoning diagnostic
should be to identify alternatives to the solar ordinance which finds a balance.


o

Currently unclear guidance if solar panels are permitted in historic districts.
What is the process for applicants?

Promote adoption of renewable energy.


Skidmore College utilizing 60% renewable resources.

o

Don’t think we need to go so far as to provide density bonuses for using renewable
energy.

o

How will renewable technologies play into historic districts?

o

People should have some rights to monetary compensation if their solar rights are
infringed.

o



Community-wide solar opportunities should be discussed – how to implement.
Cut down trees?



Solar shingles are becoming a more appealing option.

Retroactive requirement for solar panels on buildings over 6 stories or requirements
for new builds to build solar ready.







o

Explore methods to encourage community solar projects and aggregation efforts.

o

The City should explore rules and regulations for community solar. What districts will
it be allowed in?

o

Encouragement of renewable energy on residential and commercial sites.

New Construction
o

No need for stretch codes. More stringent Energy Code is coming into effect this
summer. Code officials are still coming up to speed.

o

New buildings should be required to be as energy efficient as possible - should meet
new state code and implement best practices.

Complete Streets/Sidewalks
o

Should incorporate the new complete streets policy within the ordinance and enforce
it.

o

Require planning department to be involved in decision making of repaving to
incorporate complete streets.

o

Needs to be more cohesive plans for tree replacement and sidewalk connectivity,
perhaps by stricter and more efficient enforcement of the code.

o

Should require that new construction put in sidewalk (in planning board) and through
building permit process.


North side field park near Skidmore College has terrible side walk connectivity.



Woodlawn Ave – the new building there was not required to put in a sidewalk –
creates serious walkability issues.

Parking and Transportation
o

The city has a parking problem, and yet at the same time, it doesn’t have a parking
problem. The reason people enjoy coming to Saratoga is that it is an attractive city
that isn’t a devoid wasteland of convenient parking. We shouldn’t say yes to every
parking lot someone wants to build. Paid parking should be implemented.


City center parking garage is an important issue. The Center is a draw for many
out of town visitors and stimulates economy. They need to be able to provide
reasonably convenient parking for people who visit.



Parking should look to accommodate compact cars and electric recharging
stations.



National Grid substation site, this is already paved, could be used for parking
and then provide public transport from off-site parking into town.

o

City should expand access to public transit, encourage or provide bus stops, shelters
at new developments.

o

Construction sometimes blocks pedestrian walkways.





o

Sidewalks need to be cleared in winter months – need to enforce snow removal.

o

Needs to be more accessible public transportation.

o

Should require developers to create shared parking and change the code to make
current parking shared.

o

Should incorporate the traffic study which was completed 8 years ago.

o

Could create commuter lots outside of town with service by shuttles, can coordinate
w/CDTA.

o

Broadway could be made “car free” one day a week.

o

Perhaps we should stop focusing on building parking and instead promote more
pedestrian walkability. Paid parking would encourage that.

o

Truck traffic through the urban core creates pollution, congestion and noise issues.

o

Needs to be better enforcement of parking regulations (re: blocking sidewalk)

o

Need to explore adding roundabouts to control the traffic.

Recycling and Composting
o

There should be recycling bins in the city. Chicago and other places have solarpowered bins that compact trash, uses radio chip to send message when it needs to
be emptied. Site plan amenities should include recycle bins.

o

Composting at private residences vs. having a neighborhood or community collection
point, such as community gardens. There should be something to allow this, should
make sure it is permitted in the zoning.


It is great that the city picks up the leaves. The city could also pick up compost
bins, although this may be difficult. Nothing in the zoning would prevent this
however.



Earth machines – barrel sized composting, could be promoted by grant.

o

Should require recycling by code.

o

The city could facilitate community composting.

Density
o

Intended intensity of use in RR district isn’t defined well – this section needs to be
clarified as much as possible. Need to clarify what is the intended and permitted
density or intensity of use in this area. Just because something is far off the main road,
doesn’t mean it is always appropriate for the neighborhood. For example, in a rural
area, having a 100-room hotel with special events and fireworks – is this appropriate?
It is inconsistent with goals and intent of the plan.

o

Do not want sustainability to be an excuse for increased density.

o

Concern about urban sprawl - it’s better to increase density within the city.

o

Over development is a concern.



o

Need younger voices involved in the density discussion - should make effort to reach
out and include them.

o

Keep large areas around city open space and a dense inner core.

Agriculture, trees and the environment
o

Permit development of community gardens and farmlands.

o

Ordinances should permit increased agriculture in the city.

o

Urban forestry master plan – updating the tree ordinance. Old and incomplete.

o

The tree requirements for subdivisions are far greater than the requirements for
development not requiring a subdivision. They should be equal.



Adopt-a-block program. Neighborhoods should work together to address some of these
issues.



Environmental Impact Statements (EIS)



o

Who can prepare these? How qualified do they need to be? How removed from a
project do they need to be to be deemed impartial?

o

Should conduct broader EISs to look at the bigger picture, cumulative effect of all
development.

o

Would like an environmental impact review of the new code conducted.

Subdivision regulation
o

Consolidating subdivision regulation into UDO.

o

Subdivision is different than general regulations. Fresh Market was not considered a
subdivision and did not have street tree requirements.

11:00 – 12:00 Economic Development
Attending: Bill McTygue, Darlene McGraw, Lindsey Gonzalez, Susan Barden, Alyssa
McClemming, Janette Kaddo Marino, John Kaufman, Matt Jones, Geoff Bornemann, Samantha
Bosshart, Mary Caroline Powers, Patricia and Erin Thomas, Tina Carton, John Behan, Cynthia
Behan, Michael Allen, and Bradley Birge.



Economic and ecology both share the same word root---eco/ecos comes from the Greek
oikos meaning “house”.



Affordable Housing



o

Needs to be more opportunities for affordable housing, more accessible housing,
in places people can get to easily.

o

Consider carriage houses and accessory structures for home occupations.

Land Use Boards
o

o

The public relies on the land use boards, but at times the boards do a terrible job.
There is the feeling that there is no solution in the ordinance itself, am skeptical
that the UDO can address this issue. The ZBA seems to routinely approve
variances that should not be approved.


The development review process is a key item of UDO project – to look at
ways the review and approval process can be improved.



The land use boards are appointments. The ordinance should provide for
the mayor to nominate, but with city council review. If not approval, at a
minimum to interview and vet the candidates before they are appointed.
This would appropriately recognize and elevate the importance of the
board positions.



This may be a question if state law allows for a confirmation process or not.



Public needs better awareness of the process and more transparency in
land use appointments.

The city comprehensive plan does a good job at the “A level” from a land use policy
perspective, but doesn’t address the more detailed levels and issues/solutions.
This comes into play with economic development. Will need more issue-specific
plans to be completed (e.g., the complete streets plan underway currently) to fill in
some of the details.


o


This kind of more detailed look at future land use, infrastructure and zoning
had been done before along the Excelsior Ave. corridor.

What are the fiscal implications of

South Broadway

o

South Broadway has many opportunities; the old Diner is at the center of the
revitalization for this area. Something needs to be done to help move that
redevelopment along, could act as a catalyst for other improvements – right now it
is just stagnant.

o

Diner property is 3.75 acres, would have lots of room to do something, but
encouraged to look at the larger context beyond one parcel to do something
bigger.

o

Property owner has developed some plans for this, however hasn’t apparently
been able to find correct partner to move project forward.

o

Need to get them to do something. Could propose partnership with major national
restaurant to help establish an anchor.

o

South Broadway has already seen significant recent re-development: McDonalds,
Thirsty Owl, Honda, etc. Some new construction, some adaptive re-use. The
problem isn’t really with the code, the problem is South Broadway is struggling
with identity – it hasn’t really found itself yet and is in an awkward stage.

o

Saratoga is one of the hottest markets around – people shouldn’t be having cold
feet. Perhaps some are waiting for the right time to do something, and don’t want
to cash out “too early”.

o

Being in Saratoga is incentive enough, there is great opportunity from Lincoln Ave
down to State Park – all new infrastructure. Don’t want to give away the farm to
just any development, would prefer to set the bar high.

o

Could be a charrette for the South Broadway area. The new downtown movie
theater was the result of people asking for it, keeping the Price Chopper and
parking garage.

o

Two areas to address on South Broadway 1) The Diner area in the T4 district. 2)
Down south of Honda, new zone more in character with state park.


o



South of Honda dealership – new zone – (T4 or T5) maybe a mix of uses
works there. The more you give the developers in terms of guidelines gives
developers more certainty.

Design standards are very important, but have yet to see language that can
address this. Definitely what city desires conceptually, bring us something. In
upper/northern Broadway the existing standards for new development don’t allow
front-yard parking but feel that it could be appropriately designed.

Planning Activity
o

The city could develop a plan for what it would like to see done as part of the
redevelopment, then present these to the property owners, see if it will help them
move forward, similar to a shovel-ready proposal.



Private sector would prefer to have the flexibility to do their own thing,
however would welcome some confidence that the city would support them
and help get approvals.



A proactive conversation would probably work better than incentives –
need to tie this back into the new code somehow.



T5 allows most uses, but as site plan/special permit, not as of right. Should
investigate what sort of uses we might want to permit “by right” but with
site plan and architectural review.



Would not want to see standalone restaurants.

o

The City should consider design standards for new construction to keep the City
attractive. Examples: Nantucket and Savannah

o

Is it necessary for the city to provide an incentive for vacant property owners to
redevelop? Two residential properties on Phila Street have been vacant for 20+
years, nothing in the zoning is preventing them from fixing those properties.


Should separate tax value of a property from the market value. Keep
market value on the land, not on the improvements, so owners aren’t
discouraged from making improvements. Don’t penalize. Look at the tax
base to provide the incentives and get people to do something with these
vacant properties.



Carrot and Stick approach. The “stick” is the vacant structures code. This
code could be strengthened to push them into taking care of the property
and not letting it fall into disrepair. Enforcement is an issue as the city does
not always have the legal resources to pursue delinquent property owners
as the process is very complex and time consuming.



Need tighter regulations on vacant buildings.



Building standards – need to make sure these are not so strict that they act
as a dis-incentive to redevelop a property. Two-story requirement in some
areas can be a dis-incentive, however that is not the issue with these vacant
properties.

o

Areas with some potential for new infill or redevelopment include southeast side,
converting mobile homes to custom homes, and the racino area.

o

The racino/raceway/hotel is looking like a very nice project. There is a huge
opportunity here for additional economic development, supporting uses such as a
permanent seating performance venue. Smaller than SPAC, but larger than Vapor.
Austin Texas is a great example – live music destination of the world – Austin City
Limits. Could be year-round, not to compete with SPAC.


SPAC/Arts Board would be against any competition with their programs.



The racino wants to create an island destination – one stop shop – this
would compete with and hurt the downtown.

o

The 2012 ordinance change allows inns in the more rural areas of the city, Inns
with 11-25 rooms. This should be looked at in the new ordinance.

o

Pay attention to new uses. For example, home occupations--should regulations be
more lenient? Home occupations are important to be sure to allow.


o

Other places like Savannah, GA recognize that aesthetics and value regulations
that support great design and public places. Concerned about S. Broadway
entrance/gateway standard—need to foster well-designed buildings--that leads to
adding to the value of the city.




The comprehensive plan provides clear direction on land use but does not
fully inform important details for the code such as design guidelines and
standards for neighborhoods.

o

Consider agricultural uses—e.g., farm to market. Markets now are only allowed on
public property – to what extent should we allow sale of artisans’ crafts.

o

As part of the UDO, consider doing an inventory of available spaces. For example,
underutilized buildings in the state park, old bottling plant area and other
underutilized areas, the Beekman Street Arts District area, older
warehouse/commercial zones.

Short Term Rentals
o



Carriage house uses – what uses would cause less conflict with abutting
land uses? What design standards, lot dimensions, yard relationships
should be followed?

How to deal with short term rentals – e.g., Air B&B - in residential areas?


Rental of rooms appears to be illegal per current zoning code. Rental of
entire home is allowed. Need to recognize people have rented homes in
Saratoga traditionally for many years. Consider a permit/registration
process.



Savannah, GA, and Boulder, CO – have implemented short-term rental
regulations/room tax.



Short term rentals in July and August including car parking are very
common. Ordinance should define it /deal with it.

Preservation is a tool for economic development.
o

People invest here because of architectural quality and attractiveness of the city.

o

Historic preservation is a core value of the city’s economy, however the
juxtaposition of new development in historic area can create design/compatibility
conflicts.

o

The Preservation Foundation has recently done a survey – found that many people
feel new development appearance is perceived negatively – how are new
construction guidelines put in place – e.g., step down height of tall buildings along
area of lower historic buildings.

o





Question: does form based codes address that? Current 70’ height seems to be the
expectation. Was suggested consultant refer to circa 2008 study by Buckhurst,
Fish, Jaquemart of downtown development design standards/guidelines--look at
for possible aspects to be implemented.

Regulation and Code Enforcement
o

It is stunning that standards are ignored and no penalties for the violator. Need to
define standards rigorously but enforce just as rigorously.

o

Is there a way to step up enforcement in the UDO? Concerned that revenue is
being lost.

o

Look at who pays for enforcement—and look for measures to have those being
enforced to pay for the cost of the enforcement – do a better job of educating new
comers.

o

To be fully effective, enforcement requires 3 distinct bureaucracies: Licensing,
Administrative and Prosecution. Recognize that bureaucracy for each takes time
and cost money.

o

Building department is understaffed. 15 years ago said the city needed more
people – so they hired someone and raised the fees but person was later cut but
the fees were kept.

o

Is parking on front lawns illegal? Is there a regulation of this?

Infrastructure
o

Does the code & city planning adequately consider existing and future
Infrastructure in considering applications, or does this study have to wait until a
development application is filed?


What is the appropriate level of planning needed for infrastructure (trails,
sidewalks, street improvements, water, sewer, stormwater, energy, and
communications.)? E.g., S. Broadway – no sewers, inadequate H2O, does
the city need to create a new special infrastructure assessment district?



Planning for infrastructure has been inconsistent in the past.



A tool that is underutilized is the generic environmental impact statement,
“GEIS”. Under a generic EIS, the city can ask different and broader
questions instead of what can be asked under the environmental review for
a single development. For example, in the western Clifton Park GEIS, the
town looked at the future development of 13,900 acres in the western part
of the town. What would be the impacts of the future build out and the
town came up with several creative ways to mitigate the impact of
development—traffic, zoning, open space preservation.



For Saratoga Springs, how to scope such a study might be an issue, but the
potential long-term benefits would provide a lot more clarity and certainty
for the development community and other affected/nearby property

owners as well as the general public. For example, one can look at the
cumulative impact of likely future development and how to address traffic,
stormwater management, and infrastructure.


Creative economy
o

Chamber of commerce and others are looking to create incentives for incubator
space—affordable places for artists, “makers”, small businesses/entrepreneurs—
the “creative economy” to start and grow businesses in the city.

o

Saratoga Springs is an arts-oriented community. How do we attract more artists –
need more housing – something like Yaddo but on a broader scale. How can we
partner with B&Bs, hotels, Inns etc., maybe at first in the off-season? Create an
artists’ retreat. Set up a hosting program that runs for 3 months, as a residency.
Think of a broad definition of arts: performing arts, inventors, possibly Skidmore
College.

1:00 – 2:00 Housing Options
Attending: Maureen Curtin, Darlene McGraw, Michael Tuck, Jeff Clark, Suzanne Kwasniewski,
Vince Pelliccia, Geoff Bornemann, Susan Barden, Lindsey Gonzalez, Rabbi Linda Matzkin,
Reverand Joe Cleveland, Barb Thomas, John Kaufman, Phil Diamond, Tina Carton, John Behan,
Cynthia Behan, Bradley Birge and Michael Allen.



Carriage Houses and Accessory Structures
o

Housing has been an issue all over the city for some time. Planning has tried to
address this, but sometimes makes things worse, putting fuel on the fire.
Comprehensive plan includes recommendations for adaptive reuse of carriage
houses and garages, but carriage houses and garage apartments are not great for
dwelling units – can’t always get fire access. How do you effectively manage for
additional housing stock that you cannot quantify? There needs to be a build-out
analysis to determine how many potential new dwelling units could be made from
carriage houses and garage apartments so the city can plan for it before it
happens.


Comp Plan 3.4-57(b) – “investigate appropriate opportunities for
conversion” this needs to be studied further, build out analysis needs to be
completed.



Any regulations on conversions should include a density limit/cap which can
be supported by local infrastructure.



Several hundred carriage houses or potential garage apartments in the city,
this has been looked at in the past, however many are in poor condition.
Could potentially work, if certain conditions are met.



Adding new units doesn’t really fix affordability issue, just because it
increases the inventory.



Could address affordability by limiting within 30% of income, etc.



Need to be sensitive to historic districts, limitations of aging infrastructure
and parking. Opening the door to carriage house apartments equates to a
free giveaway to the wealthy, but just creates parking and infrastructure
problems for everyone else. If people can’t legally subdivide, then why allow
a new dwelling unit to be created?



We have a lot of existing housing – big houses w/carriage homes, the
elderly may want to live in their home for many more years but they have
too much space—this space could be made available as rentable-and could
be affordable too. Consider temporary housing possibility – need an
intermediary e.g., such as a church group, to help connect the homeowners
with potential live-in tenants, and to help vet the people for health and
safety issues. The existing code allows temporary (but undefined as to how
long temporary is) units – currently the code requires use of the same

common entrance. Berkeley, CA has zoning provision that allows
remodeling to allow this kind of shared housing.


Affordable Housing
o

There are already many Federal/State definitions (of affordability) to utilize at city
level.

o

Would people be willing to have higher density (occupancy) in their neighborhood
to allow this use? Maybe—would have to be very well-defined. Would have to
serve a very focused social need for such as income eligibility. Enforcement would
be very difficult.

o

The housing issue in Saratoga needs to be solved with new construction, not with
the re-use of old structures.


New structures aren’t always in the best locations for convenience, located
on outskirts of city, and would segment a portion of the population.



Can we build/zone our way out of it? We must ask ourselves if the market
wouldn’t keep filling up with higher-priced units even if city keeps adding to
multi-family zones.



Don’t want to depend on outlying area that are cheaper to house the
people who want to work and live here. The carrots/sticks in place are not
adequate to meet the need for affordable housing – can’t meet the needs
that exist.



Affordable housing in multi-unit development area can isolate low income
residence – spurring pushback from surrounding neighborhoods



Area by Fresh Market maybe e good spot to develop affordable housing –
new development easy access to public transportation.



City had a proposal to set aside 20% of new housing units for low or middle
income families, similar to Aspen Co., where they have worker housing for
employees of that mixed-use development in an otherwise very expensive
town. Funded through 1.5% real estate sales charge. An impact fee could be
collected.



This is a national issue because it need to be subsidized. There is a lot of
cheap money (low interest) money around for apartment construction. City
needs to address ordinance issues – e.g., Moore Hall. In the rural
residential zoning district, the ordinance provides density bonuses for
recreation and senior housing—but the ordinance should provide a bonus
for affordable housing in other parts of the city. An area variance should
not be used for enabling affordable or density increases. For example
Moore Hall reuse was proposed for approval as a variance. Why would
people go for a density bonus through a proper zoning incentive if they can
get a zoning variance to allow greater density?



Currently the zoning allows density bonuses mostly on the outskirts of
town, and nobody has taken advantage of that. Additional units should be
only allowed if the project provides for major benefit to city. Do we need to
allow greater density in the downtown area to allow affordable in other
areas?



The current zoning only addresses affordable senior housing--don’t talk
about affordable for seniors only in updating the zoning.



There are workers who work here, and those that raise kids but the kids
can’t afford to live here.

o

There are two schools of thought on housing affordability and zoning: 1) If you
write the code with affordability in mind, people will build affordable housing; or 2)
Builders will charge the max the market will bear, regardless of what the zoning
densities, lot sizes, etc are.

o

Don’t see the greenbelt as a place for affordable housing – need it more in
downtown areas that have access to bus routes, grocery store, sidewalks, etc. This
was agreed to by most.


Example of units built above Price Chopper—to make some more
affordable, builder could get a tax relief, can do less expensive fittings, etc.

o

Consider a ratio analysis (as done in Europe) e.g., 22% of new housing needs to be
affordable.

o

Habitat for Humanity focuses on the 40% - 60% median income bracket.
Wellspring represents people below the 40% mark. Some areas could be rezoned
for mixed use if the city had a plan to enable it.


Need to do a build-out analysis of what this will mean for total population,
effects, etc.



Developers don’t seem to be taking advantage of affordable housing
options or incentives.

o

Shelters of Saratoga has a great program.

o

Housing affordability needs to be tied to the issue of transportation – need to have
it where walking or public transport is viable.

o

Other types of housing options – senior housing, concierge apartments,
employee/worker housing not really allowed by zoning. Rooming house for seniors
currently prohibited by zoning ordinance. We could use small professional
apartments, co-housing, on-site employee housing, micro housing as additional
options for diversification.


What other housing types should the city foster—to serve younger people,
other generations?



People are willing to live in smaller units & denser designs. Frame this idea
around the community interests – don’t call it affordable – consider work

force housing – are there ways to ensure that local people live in these
units? How or could the city regulate that?
o

A diverse community is a stronger community.

o

There is a difference between mandated and optional. Habitat for Humanity is
providing service, working on Division Street. There are ~50 vacant/abandoned
properties around the city which could potentially be converted.


It is often easier to tear down and rebuild than to rehabilitate an old
structure. The market here is different – there are multi-unit properties in
Saratoga being converted back into single family homes, which is the
opposite of the regular trend. The land here is more valuable.



Habitat for Humanity is seeing a transition from single family homes for the
first time in a long while. Owner-occupied rental is becoming the new
model, this is better than an owner-occupied vacant building.

o

There was a city proposal some time ago to take action for the homeless with
mobile homeless housing, but this proposal eventually didn’t get support.

o

The city would be hard-pressed to make the case that the local housing market
isn’t discriminatory.

o

Unless rents are set by some mechanism, nothing is going to change, the market is
going to dictate and the market in Saratoga is very strong. There needs to be
something which prevents someone from building affordable, but then later
flipping it back to market value.

o

Habitat uses a system with a second mortgage which has restrictions on the sale
to prevent this.

o

Need to look at it from the developer’s standpoint – what would make other
housing options more attractive to them?

o

Housing as a nonpartisan issue – especially affordable housing. Housing types and
affordability – Saratoga Springs has both a large portion of single-family homes
and lots of apartment types—two, three, and 4-family homes, apartment
complexes, apartments over retail, etc.

o

Saratoga has been a bonus area for real estate market, which seeks highest return.

o



Can rezone some areas to residential that could incorporate mixed-use
development – mixed income neighborhood with different housing types. A
“mixed-residential use” area.



Impact fees if developers do not provide affordable units in future projects.



Need to promote, support owner-occupied housing.

Transect zones - There is no density limit. In order to negotiate a percentage of
affordable housing, a density cap must be put in place by which negotiations can
work off of. Then incorporate a certain percentage for affordable.



Code Enforcement and Regulation
o

Lack of enforcement is a huge issue--could a sponsor organization such as church
groups have a role in enforcement with volunteers.


o



Need to make it undesirable to not follow the rules if affordable housing is
somehow mandated, otherwise nothing will happen. Need to have more
disincentives for non-compliance.

There is no regulation of housing types. The city embarked several years ago in an
inclusionary zoning effort – but this failed and was not implemented.


Consider mandatory inclusionary zoning. Inclusionary zoning could be
required for developments say of more than 5-6 units allow for a density
bonus. Consider mandated percentage of affordable units if a project is
doing more than a certain # of units – could allow for additional density too.



Recent court case in California Supreme Court tested a city’s inclusionary
housing ordinance (for-sale units). Question was it (affordable housing
requirement) a taking of private property without just compensation?
Lesson for Saratoga Springs—whatever is done, be sure there is solid
housing affordability analysis done and sound legal foundation as it will
have to be able to stand judicial review.

The zoning diagnostic will outline the consultant’s analysis of Comp Plan directives in
terms of making zoning compatible with the future land use map. Will identify
problems/concerns noted from public involvement process and consultant’s observations
and will offer options/considerations and then decide with city what gets implemented.

2:00 – 3:00 Preservation
Attending: Maureen Curtin, Cynthia Corbett, Linda Harvey Opiteck, Jeff Clark, Vince Pelliccia,
Geoff Bornemann, Barb Thomas, Bill McTygue, Cherie Grey, Rob Wright, Lindsey Gonzalez, Susan
Barden, Mary Caroline Powers, John Kaufman, Doug Kerr, Samantha Bosshart, Cindy Spence,
Brad Birge, Tina Carton, John Behan, Cynthia Behan, and Michael Allen.



History is key to the core of the economy of the city. The book: “Design with Nantucket in
Mind” is an example - how to design with Saratoga in mind?



Historic Preservation Districts
o

o


Historic preservation districts don’t always make sense – house on Park Place &
Regent built in 1878 not in the district, but now lives in new townhouse that is in
the district.


The local historic districts should match National Register districts.



What are the appropriate elements that define the Historic District areas?
Size, scale, materials, lighting, etc. Can’t ignore what was there when
rebuilding. Current residential districts allow a height of 60-65’. This was
allowed in residential areas to accommodate accessory elements such as
chimney, turrets etc – but that didn’t happen.

There is a public benefit for financially incentivizing preservation of the historic
structures.

Open Space
o

Land Preservation is also part of the preservation topic – preserving open space,
not just existing buildings.


Need to preserve the greenbelt. The issue of appropriate density there
needs to be addressed.



The intent and intensity of uses – “Inns of 25 people” allowed in the rural
residential greenbelt.



Although the Comp Plan prohibits PUDs in the Greenbelt, there are still
some uses which may not be quite appropriate.



The calculation for buildable land is used to establish a potential density
bonus, but it seems that bonus may have been overly generous. This is
something which should be looked at.



Open Space Plan - recommendation toward scenic vistas. Lots of
younger/new people moving to area, but they don’t always know what the
regulations are – need to improve public education and awareness.



Scenic Road protections are identified in the open space plan – should be
implemented in the UDO.

o

Older pocket parks, street-side seating or resting areas. The city used to have more
of these, but had a soft policy of letting them phase out because it was too
difficult/inefficient to maintain them all.

o

Preferred to have the city concentrate on creating a few larger park areas that are
easier to maintain. The city enjoys these larger park areas.

o





You used to be able to walk from your neighborhood to the grocery store
and have these as resting spots along the way; walk was broken up into
smaller segments. Can’t do this as easily now.



The city could try to re-enact them, as part of privately-owned “public
spaces” or plazas constructed as part of new development. The Transect
zones help to promote these types of amenities. Would be maintained by
the private sector.



New code should look to encouraging more of these where possible.

Entrance gateways into the city – Route 9 with landscaped center median,
compared to Route 50 which is all paved with asphalt from one side to the other.
This could be done better.


Need to strengthen the gateway design standards.



The NYC Highline park – could be a model for biking down on Rte 50 from
exit 15

Building Demolition / Loss of City Character and Historic Structures
o

Is the city treating all demolition applications equally / consistently? No applicant
has proved that they couldn’t save the building.

o

All the buildings on Historic Registry should be in the historic zone, if there is the
political will to do so. An alternative would be to provide a 30-day delay on
demolition pending a review for any National Register property. Some properties
are eligible to be on the NR, but aren’t yet. The current ordinance isn’t clear
because it was ruled that expansion had to be full, not incremental.

o

The West Side Historic District is listed as National Historic District – we have seen
a lot of teardowns here. Is there an opportunity to review demolitions in advance
to ascertain if what will be demolished compares to what will be built in its place?

o

Demolition is only required to be approved by the DRC within the Historic District –
should look at how to govern this outside of district as well. The building age could
trigger a demo delay/review period, or expand the Historic District.

o

Need to clarify the ordinance with respect to the mechanism for expansion of
district, such as adding individual parcels.

o

Any requests for demolition to the DRC should have good post-demo development
plan, so that we can see what they are proposing to do with the property before
they tear down what is there – often times what they propose isn’t as good as what
is there.

o

Scale, height, setback, and bulk are important considerations. Building
“McMansions” folks use the full buildable area right up to the setbacks. Traditional
lot size is 50x150 – we shouldn’t allow attached garages in a neighborhood that
has always kept them hidden from view in the back.

o

They have added language in the ordinance to register recent properties to track
“demolition by neglect” – but this is not enforced as diligently as it could be.

o



The City of Schenectady has a system that is very good at tracking neglected
structures, sometimes too zealously, but effective. Could look at how theirs
works as a model.



The Preservation Foundation was instrumental in getting this code enacted
– would it be more effective if it was run by a different department than
public safety?



Many vacant properties in town, Phila Street, Park St., etc.



Is it possible to raise the penalties for neglected properties? Chris
Mathiesen has been looking at ways to improve this ordinance.



Historic Preservation Guide is an excellent reference – this should be
maintained or strengthened.



Schenectady has lots of code enforcement conducted by the neighbors,
who report in on issues. They have a list of target properties, which is a
more proactive approach. Contractors usually know all the rules and have
the responsibility to do the right thing, guide their client, but often take no
responsibility.



Some cities maintain a list of “pre-approved” contractors who are certified
that they know the proper rules and procedures.



City could keep a list of target properties which are in need of attention.



New UDO code could include a special section on vacant/abandoned
properties, a la Albany example.

Carriage houses and accessory structures such as barns can be a liability for some
homeowners. The City needs to consider other adaptive reuses of these structures
so that homeowners will want to renovate and rehabilitate them. If they can
generate income, homeowners will be more willing to invest in the structures.



NYS Parks is looking at potential adaptive-reuse of the Lincoln Bathhouse. The large
warehouse at the end of Excelsior Ave is currently vacant. Could repurpose into studios.



Checklists for Guiding Preservation Efforts
o

Upgrades of older existing buildings – the general rule is “repair in lieu of replace”
but how do we do this effectively and consistently. There could be some form of
an educational checklist, or a scoring system that has a minimum threshold but
allows some flexibility for the owner to pick what items are repaired vs replaced

for cost and design considerations – the design review process needs to be clearer
and more consistent.



The city of Savannah, GA currently utilizes such a checklist – could look at
theirs as a model.



A lot of applications seek to replace the existing slate roof with asphalt
shingles. Asphalt is much cheaper, but no one thinks about the fact that the
slate would last 100 years.



Protect neighborhood character – allow it to continue. What constitutes
“neighborhood character”? Can we define it clearly?

Neighborhood Compatibility
o





Can the new code address the concept of what is compatible with neighborhood?
Carriage houses, alley development—to what extent should this be allowed? Need
to define neighborhood designs. Consider the design of streets and the public
realm—sidewalks, street trees, street lights, porches front doors. Each yard area—
front, side rear yards have a role in defining the character of traditional
neighborhoods. In infilling the city, should these spaces be occupied by new
development? Should front yards face rear yards, or is this not compatible with
the neighborhood? Public Safety – the ZBA application doesn’t have public safety
department review. How can you stop it in some places?


Active carriage houses has been a huge problem for existing properties.
Stay in neighborhood character. Consider an estate lot overlay to maintain
the square footage of the property. Protecting neighborhood character
creates predictability for owners. More new construction for alleys will not
be owner occupied. There can’t be a city-wide answer, we need to do the
planning before the permitting/variances are granted.



Consider a zoning mechanism which looks at the context of the existing
neighborhood to determine what is appropriate to maintain the character
of the neighborhood – context neighborhood zoning.

Planning Department and Land Use Boards
o

We have an under-staffed planning and building department. Need to expand
planning department. The land use boards often do not reflect the community
values. We should change the process to allow someone who is nominated
/appointed for a land use board to be vetted as to qualifications/past decisions.

o

Owners of historic homes would be interested in keeping it as-is in perpetuity. This
would require some kind of restrictive provision in the deed—or a historic
preservation easement granted to a 3rd party, such as the SS Preservation
Foundation.

o

There is an easement they can use on individual homes which are not in a historic
district. This is an opportunity for people to protect their home in perpetuity. In
addition to SSPF, the city DRC can accept and administer the easement.

3:30 – 4:30 Streetscapes, Parks and the Public Realm
Attending: Linda Harvey Opiteck, Cynthia Corbett, Maureen Roberts, Bob Rivers, Rick Fenton,
Mark Lawton, Cherie Grey, Darlene McGraw, Barb Thomas, Bill McTygue, John Kaufman, Geoff
Bornemann, Mike Ingersoll, Lindsey Gonzalez, Susan Barden, Rob Wright, Jeff Olsen, Annmarie
Cipollo, Doug Haller, William Lewis, Stephen Cameron, Molly Gagne, Gia Cameron, Samantha
Bosshart, Colin Klepetar, Jim Gold, Tina Carton, Jeanette Kaddo-Marino, John Behan, Cynthia
Behan, Bradley Birge, Mary Powers, and Michael Allen.



Open Space
o

The city used to have more small pocket parks, but let them phase out due to
maintenance considerations. These served a purpose in the city and should be
brought back.


o

Some cities have a very well defined “regulating plan” which dictates where all
public amenities and pocket parks, etc are to be established. If our codes mandate
or encourage individual pocket parks at each development, we could be leading
down a road where we have all of these meaningless little afterthought parks
spread too thin everywhere – would rather see them consolidated into larger,
more meaningful park areas in logical places.




Could reclaim a few parking spaces at strategic locations to provide
landscaped seating area.

Direction of pocket parks is more appropriate for the Open Space
Committee.

o

Where is the city currently looking to purchase land, and is there a difference
between open space and recreation space? There was a diminished pool of money
from the bond act to purchase more open space, but this would need to be
replenished.

o

Recreation fee in lieu of land – this fund keeps getting replenished, but need to
look at if it is getting funded enough or if it is being overfunded. There is no
mechanism in place to direct funds to the appropriate area – it is up to the city
council.

o

The city could prioritize areas for public space creation or improvements, i.e.
gateways etc. Café Lena – can there be a public space incorporated?

Complete Streets
o

The city is currently working on a plan to implement the complete streets policies,
and this project will be working in parallel with the UDO code project so that the
guidelines and standards can be incorporated into the new code as part of the
street standards.

o

Greenbelt Trail – need to make sure there is some provision in the code which
enables the city to have new development along the greenbelt path provide a

portion of the connection. Placing the greenbelt and other existing/future trails
right on the zoning map would significantly help with this.



o

Recreation fees collected toward projects such as sidewalks and infrastructure to
implement complete streets.

o

Complete Streets Advisory Board - would like to see complete streets involved in
all advisory board decisions. Wants the policy to have more teeth, more
improvements incorporated.


Bikeatoga – biking is an economic driver. There are bike/train tourism
opportunities.



Bike transportation on sidewalks. There are hundreds of students using the
Clinton St sidewalks; City refuses to litigate/enforce that.



Amtrak - better access from train station to downtown with bikes. Tourism
driver but we need more infrastructure.

o

Colin and Doug are working on a new bike & pedestrian master plan. Alta will
identify the priority spots of real need. The preferred bike routes will be identified.
Will inventory where the sidewalks don’t exist. The city could hire a contractor to
build where a sidewalk doesn’t exist, then tax the homeowner.

o

Code needs to have more teeth for bikes and pedestrians.


DOT/exit 15 bikeway. Comfort level for on street cycling.



Site plan check list: Planning Board evaluation, circulation – as development
occurs – have to consider a bike plan.



Connectivity is very important. Bike Blvd – Lake Ave, Broadway to school is a
great opportunity. One-way streets are an opportunity also but have to
think about one way. Standard details may address this. Would like to see
streets with this – transit turn lanes; bike boxes. Video – CU sharing the
Road, Chicago / Champagne Urbana. Educational aspect. Process for big
public decisions. Before city votes on big public project – can citizen
review/referendum/lobby incorporate some of the complete streets into
site plan regulations. Add bus stops.

Sidewalks
o

There was a teardown of a house on Woodlawn Ave, they built a new house but it
somehow didn’t require a sidewalk in front – this appears to be a loophole in the
code.


City code needs clarification – sidewalks in subdivisions, don’t always have
to put them in. In some cases, this may make sense, but in others a
sidewalk would really be appropriate. This needs to be addressed.



Even when sidewalk is within city right-of-way, fronting property owner is
responsible to maintain it.

o



Code could stipulate that if property is in a neighborhood where it already
exists, a sidewalk needs to be put in, or if it is in a particular area/district.
Need to identify “top 10” areas for priority pedestrian connection
improvement.



Sidewalks used to be required only if development met a certain density
level, not if there are adjacent sidewalks in the area to connect to.



Code on sidewalks needs to be clarified and strengthened. Need to specify
where sidewalks are required because of existing conditions, or some new
priority areas where we would like to establish new pedestrian networks.



City isn’t always able to keep up with these issues, typically only knows
there is a problem if a neighbor files a complaint. New code can be written,
but it is eventually up to someone to go out and enforce it.



Sidewalks need to be evaluated for ADA.

Need to figure out how to get sidewalk or pedestrian connections into or thru
areas that aren’t going to have any development. Possibly with a sidewalk
improvement district.


We are currently missing the mechanism to build these. It is not just a
matter of having someone put in a sidewalk – there are usually engineering
problems – sloping grades, obstacles, utilities, retaining walls that need to
be designed and engineered before something can be built.




o

Lake Ave / Jefferson are probably priority areas.

There are essentially 4 layers of information which could be utilized on the
zoning map. Crosswalks are one of them – need to establish way to enforce
crosswalk fines.

Broadway sidewalks – these are wonderful and wide but could be taken up a notch
to the next level of design or quality. It is a difficult design problem, as trucks and
deliveries would need to be a serious consideration. Could use bump-outs at
crosswalks to shorten the crossing distance, these would need flush/mountable
curbs to accommodate truck wheels or plows.


Jeff Olsen developed a plan for Broadway in 2008 – this could be looked at
as part of street standards.

o

Sidewalks - In the creation of a new subdivision, you have to build a streetscape,
also site plan – if infill lot – there is no measure to force a homeowner to build it.
Ice and snow maintenance can be done if there is a call to complain. Bus stop is
not maintained/cleared. The elderly walk on the street when it is icy or not
maintained. There is an issue with absentee landlords. City hires a subcontractor
to do maintenance of the property when the owner doesn’t – they get the bill.

o

Next door a new home was purchased. The building permit and occupancy permit
were contingent upon the completion of the sidewalk construction. There needs to
be a way to get the gaps that exist in sidewalks built. The enforcement aspect

needs to be supported – it has to be a disincentive not to comply. The enforcement
section in zoning ordinance needs a lot of work.



o

There are no sidewalks in our neighborhood in Geyser, people are forced to walk
onto the grass – people are parking on the sidewalk areas. This increasingly
happens, we are losing the tree belt. The DPW needs to disallow this and
remediate. It’s being allowed to be ripped up. Code enforcement is looking into it Dept of Public Safety sends a notice, the city attorney has to go. We need to have
this enforcement streamlined, not all this bureaucracy – analogy of just issuing
simple parking tickets. See if we can incorporate that provision DPW has offered to
do a one-time removal for free in city code – can’t park in the public ROW.

o

Could the City consider requiring in the sale of a home (contingency) the current
owner or new owner putting in a sidewalk?

Street Trees
o

o

o

Similar to issue of sidewalks, street trees should be provided in places, but code
isn’t always clear or consistent. Urban Forest Master Plan addressed this, and
should be reflected in the code.


How does the code treat new construction vs. renovation – is there a time
limit on properties being grandfathered for some of these requirements? If
someone builds new, they might be required to provide these items, but
what if they redevelop. This needs clarification.



There are areas where these items are missing, or have been lost. Need to
develop a way for them to be added again, even if the property stays the
same, otherwise they won’t be improved.

The “tree belt” or greenspace area adjacent to the roadway – this is city owned
land, and is typically only 2-3 feet wide, not really sufficient for a decent tree
planting. Would prefer to see something closer to 5 feet wide. This should be
incorporated into any street standards.


Different streets have different widths, can’t always have the same
dimensions everywhere.



Need to develop a sliding scale or range. The street standards can be
shown in section, with a few different “types” or classes of street. The tree
belt and sidewalk areas could be treated as a relative percentage to give
flexibility to the different right-of-way widths.



If there isn’t sufficient room within the R.O.W., would prefer to see the tree
planted behind (on the other side) of the sidewalk.



There would have to be a waiver, in case of insufficient space, but have a
very well defined set of criteria for the waiver to be granted.

The current city codes have an inherent conflict between the desire to promote
trees and the allowance for solar panels – these two items fight with each other.
The existing solar panel provisions need to be revised to strike a balance.



City is also working to establish a new signage and wayfinding system – this should also
be integrated into the new code.



Milton has many ADA accessible playgrounds, but the ones in Saratoga are comparatively
lacking. Signs are illegal – you can’t say “No Dogs Allowed”, because it needs to permit
service dogs.



Article 78 Proceedings
o





If citizens have to file an article 78, we need clarity in the code for the City to take
full responsibility. If the court ruling states that the City was 1) "arbitrary and
capricious" or 2) not supported by "substantial evidence", can there be a
mechanism for residents to get money back?

Power Lines
o

Should new construction require power lines to be buried underground?

o

Does power company bear any cost to this? Could this be a code?

o

When the city is doing a redo of a road, could this be an appropriate time to
require burying line, homeowners?

o

Prioritize city gateways and architectural districts to bury power lines.

In the transect zones, want buildings to be close to street. We need to modify these
setbacks to allow for public realm, public space. Alleyways. Caroline St. closing for part of
the day.

4:30 – 5:30 Neighborhood Character
Attending: Richard Sellers, Bonnie Sellers, Bev Mastrianni, Brian Rodems, John Boardman, Ann
Marie Cipollo, John Kaufman, Joanne Yepsen, Joe Ogden, Susan Barden, Samantha Bosshart,
Mike Ingersoll, Carol Kennedy, Bill McTygue, Darlene McGraw, Colin Klepetar, Frank Payne, Jay
Higle, Holly Lawton, Lindsey Gonzalez, Jeff Clark, Kelly Chabot, Joosje Anderson, Maureen Curtin,
Stephen Cameron, Molly Gagne, Frank Capone, Jim Gold, Margie VanMeter, Ted Martin, Jeanette
Martin, John Behan, Gia Cameron, Mary Powers, Cynthia Behan, Bradley Birge, Tina Carton and
Michael Allen.



Density and Setbacks
o

Concern about the expanding commercial presence and increase of density in the
Beekman Street neighborhood, billed as an “Art” district but this has become a
commercial district. Transition was very abrupt. The noise, traffic, parking is taking
away from the residential character – further expansion of this is a concern.
Grandfathered uses are ok, but does not want to see expansion.

o

Setbacks – the mandate of the ‘built-to’ line in some places has created condition
where buildings may be too close to street. West Ave condition is different, the
numbers work differently there because property line has a different relationship
to the street, so it feels different.


o

Would advocate for a generally wider sidewalk and tree belt area.

Building setbacks – concerned about the slow erosion of setbacks as changes
occur in the neighborhood, eventually this adds up causing change to the
neighborhood.


Many zoning setbacks do not match what is really out there – everything
requires a variance because none of the old housing stock conforms to the
zoning.



How to correct this in the code? If we update the numbers to match what is
really out there, what are the right numbers? Sometimes differs from street
to street.

o

Am concerned about high density, the potential for change. It was said 7 years ago
that the capacity was only at 30% of total build-out – 20% to go. The concern is that
the character will change, they moved here for the “village in the country”
character, and are concerned that the zoning overlays to allow more commercial in
residential neighborhoods will have a negative impact, the local resources could
easily be over run.

o

Concerned that it has been mentioned that front yard setbacks are going to be
changed. We have too little green space – would want the setbacks to stay as they
are, do not want people to be able to add to the density of the neighborhood.







There is an option for context based zoning. Zoning diagnostic will look at
what is there now vs. what the code says.



Setbacks are the main form of protection for our neighborhood. Am
worried about uses. There should be no new commercial uses.

Look at setbacks from intersections for parking – especially for bigger vehicles.

o

New code needs to have specifies for: overlays, gateways, density – Bonuses for
open space.

Design Considerations
o

West side of town, Woodlawn / Vermont area there have been teardowns which
are outside of the historic district. Replaced by larger homes with attached garages
– they don’t fit into existing character of neighborhood. There are basic design
elements which are ignored. What about a “historic district light” which would
provide basic guide to design considerations.

o

Height limit of 70 feet has produced lots of flat roofs, with little or no variation.
Need to consider how these would nicely transition into the neighboring zones
which are much smaller and have different roof styles.


Transitions from Transect zones to smaller neighborhoods – needs to be
addressed.



West Ave – development here can go to 60’, but no one has taken
advantage of it yet.



Every site is different – what works on one parcel may not work on another,
needs to be discussion about what is generally appropriate.

Public Notification
Design Review Commission and Planning Board application system needs an
improved notification system. Could use a sign, posted on subject property, to
announce pending application.

Short Term Rentals
o



Front yard setbacks will be looked at in the existing neighborhoods, front
porches, etc.

o

o





AirB&B – proliferation of these is something which should be addressed as it
impacts neighborhood character.

Land Use Boards and Planning Process
o

Review mechanisms are the issue for character. Moore Hall had too much
subjectivity, needs to be more consistent. The local residents had the burden of
proof that project didn’t fit into neighborhood character, but it should have been
the applicant’s responsibility to prove that it did fit the local character. It’s
backwards.

o




New York State guidelines on zoning board decisions establishes criteria by
which a variance can be granted – neighbors being upset isn’t really one of
the criteria. Would help to educate the public on variance issues.



There is a notification system to alert neighboring properties, but perhaps it
could be better.



Getting applicants in early in the design process for a sketch plan discussion
would help, could do a vote to see if it should continue further and get
input early.



Any applicant can request a preliminary mass & scale approval, but typically
only the larger projects do.



Instead of avoiding the bad designs or projects, how do we get the
applicants to bring the good instead?



Code needs to be more proactive, upfront and clear about what is expected
before they develop their plans.



Could award developers for good projects – a la “Project of the Year”.

Review and approval process should be improved – clarify what is expected and
remove roadblocks to redevelopment.

Abandoned and poorly maintained properties
o

This problem used to be much worse, but is generally better nowadays. Vacant
houses on Phila Street, city legally has the means to compel the owners to take
corrective action, but it hasn’t. Very complicated and cumbersome process.

o

There is a staffing and enforcement consideration – notice of violation, lengthy
legal process. There should be a simpler solution, like just issuing a parking ticket,
to fine property owners instead of a convoluted legal process – city doesn’t always
have resources to follow through with the full legal path.

o

Deteriorating property has a negative impact on the value of adjacent properties –
this negative value can be quantified and assessed against the negligent owner as
a real loss of value and tax revenue, as a penalty. This should be considered as an
option.

o

Vacant or abandoned properties handled by public safety department – would it
be better if this was handled by a different department? Unclear, but it would
require a change in the city charter to modify this.

o

Property owners are not being fined.

o

The city should reach out to the banks who have interest in the property, agree to
buy it off at a discount (banks would be happy to get rid of it) and then flip the
property. This is not so simple – sometimes many banks involved, or it has been so
long that it is not clear who owns the property.

o

There could be an efficiency of scale – go after all the abandoned properties as a
group legal action instead of one-by-one.





o

Responsibility is sometimes on the property owners to prevent eyesores. Need to
have more information to decide if it is best to have the city regulate these issues
through the ordinance, these aren’t always zoning issues but can enforce
regulations. Neighbors usually have to bring it to the attention of the city.

o

City needs to provide regulation that protects neighbors and pedestrians from
falling ice and snow, water damage.

Home occupations
o

These should instead be defined as “Home offices”. Occupations can mean literally
anything, while an office is generally low-impact.

o

Should home offices be limited to not having any outside employees, no visible
signs of the active business in progress to detract from neighborhood?

Noise Ordinance
o

Neighborhood noise. Is there a way to report a noise violation anonymously?

o

Where residential neighborhood intersect with a commercial area – noise
concerns. Commercial uses discussed in Comp Plan, allowing currently existing
uses. Is retained in zoning districts – maintain setbacks, density in districts.

o

Need a noise ordinance in the equestrian zone – keep noise lower until after
morning workout.

o

Noise and light need to be addressed, 70 decibels is too loud, 90 decibels in
downtown. If comprehensive plan says people want to live in town, then it needs
to make town a livable place for everyone, not just bar crowd. A civil noise
ordinance limits their noise to the property.

o




It’s very hard to regulate – can hear the noise from downtown all the way to
George Street. Siros has made some improvements, but neighborhoods
suffer if these places are not conforming. Need to keep zones as they are in
the residential areas.



Siros and construction affect neighborhoods, horse track after morning
workout. Siros noise was addressed, as was Fasig Tipton, Figelman’s. Would
like the city to do its job to protect your investment, have to hold the city
accountable. Limitations on Sundays / weekends.



Lives near the West Side Rec area. Amplification of speakers – unnatural.
Lighting issues, in certain areas, need to protect the night sky, dark sky.

The city has a Noise Ordinance. Figelman’s has been there forever, the noise levels
have always been there.

Agriculture
o

There is a new push for household chickens - Chickens in rural areas are ok, but
they are dirty, and should be kept out of the more urbanized neighborhoods.





“City in the Country”
o

Need to maintain the “City in the Country” concept. Need to protect neighborhood
character.

o

The “City in the Country” will disappear without new zoning overlays. Do not put
commercial uses in our neighborhood. Maintain residential neighborhoods.

Recreational Vehicle Parking
o





When a person buys a house, they buy a neighborhood. Recreational Vehicle
parking is an issue with reduced visibility, people parking in the front yard – this is
a problem.

Transportation
o

Would like to get trucks off of Washington Street. Has an idea to have city buy a
parcel for local route.

o

Can we get rid of non-local delivery trucks on Broadway?

Why isn’t Geyser Road one of the “gateways” to the city?

7:00 – 9:00 Evening Open Discussion
Attending: Keith Kaplan, Tony Izzo, Levi Rogers, Peter Martin, Dave Hrebenach, Stephen Davis,
Brad Birge, Tina Carton, John Behan, Cynthia Behan, Michael Allen, Susan Barden.





Group recapped the common findings and discussions during the course of the day.
o

Code enforcement is a big issue that came up in several sessions, example of the
dilapidated buildings on Phila Street.

o

Better notification to the public for review of upcoming agenda items.

o

Get developers/ applicants in early for concept/sketch review.

o

Clearly define the role of planning staff to the boards, how their input should
contribute.

Land Use Boards
o

o

In reviewing projects, review boards have in the past gone and presented their
thoughts and findings to the other boards to coordinate review. This has worked
well in the past.


Chairman can reach out to other boards to maintain a dialog.



City used to have meeting of the 3 board chairs (Planning Board, Zoning
Board, Design review) and still has combined meetings sometimes.



Instead of having a special meeting, could meet jointly on a regularlyscheduled basis. This might work well for the initial project meeting, but
may not work as well for subsequent meetings. Need to be cognizant of
time commitment of volunteer board members – develop a system that
isn’t over-taxing.

Need to focus on ways for the boards to make the important big-picture decisions
first, without getting bogged down in the micro decisions and details. As an
example, appellate court handles a number of complex cases in 10-15 minutes,
some applicants are given more time to present than others – handled very
efficiently.


The Planning Board was historically set up to be planners, but over decades
this has evolved into them just doing development review, very little if any
actual “planning”. Other municipalities have addressed this by allowing the
Planning Board to do long-term planning, and having a development review
board do the development reviews.



Having a sketch review mandatory early in the process would help to give
preliminary insight for both the applicant, city and public.



Having a Technical Advisory Committee established to provide preliminary
sketch review. In order to handle number of applications, would probably
have to meet once a week. Boards see up to 8-10 applications a week.




Planning Process
o

All applicants are encouraged to come in for an early discussion, however only
some do, such as the larger projects. They don’t however always listen to what
they are told. Eventually, their project just gets pushed to the Board to make them
comply.




Some communities have a workshop to do a quick review of all applications
– 4 minutes tops per project.

o

Everyone is given time to speak at review hearings, it is very rare that the board
has asked to cut someone off at a minute or two-minute time limit.

o

Checklist for project reviews – this could help guide the conversation.

o

Architects and developers seemed to be ok with pre-application meetings to
identify issues early on, want more predictability, consistency of expectations.

o

Some projects go smoothly – Market Center project only took 1 meeting. Other
projects, especially corporate companies, fight many of the requirements since
they don’t match their standard designs. Need to clarify all “shalls” and “shoulds” in
the code.

o

Need to define what “2 stories” actually is. Fresh Market was originally designed as
2 functional stories, but didn’t end up getting built that way.

Transportation
o



Consent agenda concept works well, need to apply it to reviewing boards if
possible.

The city has been trying to implement a year-round trolley circuit. Could be
implemented through a transportation fee established in the code? Generic EIS
system to establish fee structure for transportation and/or stormwater
improvements.

South Broadway
o

The diner used to act as the local bus station, this was a great location. Could a
transportation hub be a good use for this area, act as a catalyst project for South
Broadway redevelopment.

o

Catalyst project on South Broadway - would like to see some 3 or 4 story building
to get things going there. Like the idea of something that will act as an attractions
to draw people, such as a small park or activity space. Look at Ben and Jerry’s Ice
cream for example, people congregate outside and gather there all the time.

o

Potential for a small performance space. Something that would provide flexibility
to act a general civic space at times, or function for a specific event on others.
Should design something and write it into the code.

o

Large/quality restaurant as catalyst anchor

o







We don’t want to sell the city short on taking a quick-fix now at the expense
of long-term redevelopment potential. Allowing South Broadway or West
Ave to redevelop as single-story would be a waste, considering the added
value and potential of 2 or 3-story development which would make more
efficient use of the limited land. If we allowed single-story development
now, we would be stuck with it for the next 50 years before we got another
chance.



An important consideration is maintaining a “continuity of interest” along
the street, of buildings, shopfronts, sidewalks which will be used. Perhaps
on-street parking needs to be included to help define that neighborhood,
remove the center turning lane to shake off the highway-strip feel.



Perhaps “mixed use” requirement doesn’t have to be contained within each
building. The mixed-use could be shared on the site, or within a given block
or development. Residential apartments fronting South Broadway might
feel awkward. Instead, this would allow retail storefront and offices fronting
the main road, while residential units could be located at the back of the
site where it might have more privacy.



Excelsior as an example – could instead divide these two concepts and have
commercial in front and residential behind. This should be looked into, has
potential to be a “transitional zone” where this is permitted.

Stormwater
o



South Broadway isn’t really ready to become something new just yet. Doesn’t have
the critical mass to be “a neighborhood” – needs transportation connections to
people / residences or its going to be a long wait to see changes. However, some
applicants want to do something now.

It would be better to establish neighborhood or city-wide stormwater
management strategy instead of on-site management for every project. On-site
doesn’t work well in tight urbanized areas such as this. Code could set up or
enable a system to be more fully established later.

Outdoor lighting
o

The city should consider general lighting pollution and set minimum and
maximum levels.

o

The City should become an IDA International Dark Sky Community.

o

LED lights produce a different kind of light, shifted to the blue spectrum, it is a new
technology and the health or behavioral impacts have not really been fully studied.

Complete Streets
o

In support of the city’s effort to promote sustainability and adopting new
strategies. Would like to see improved walkability, bikeability – cities such as ours
need to be prepared to adopt new technologies or methods.

o

Connectivity – sidewalks are in the public right-of-way, city is responsible for
building them, but property owners are responsible for maintaining them.

o

Greenbelt trail – this can be supported by providing path right on zoning map,
providing guidelines for trail design.

